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nitrate, chloride, ammonium, and sodium), elemental and organic carbon, major crustal species, other metal oxides,
and trace elements. The selected modeling domain (Fig. 2) includes seven source regions in the eastern and central
U.S. for which the MM5 model was previously run for the year 2002 at a resolution of 12 km. This spatial resolution
is needed to generate accurate backward trajectories for the trajectory-based receptor models that are being evaluated
as part of this study.
As a part of the back-trajectory analysis, a Lagrangian stochastic particle dispersion model (Koracin et al., 2007) was
used in an inverse mode to estimate the most probable source areas starting from receptor locations. By using inverse
modeling, probabilities were established for the receptor-source relationship between a single receptor and many
source elements. The inverse modeling included explicit calculation of a source-receptor relationship in terms of
linear transformations (i.e., in a matrix form) to describe the relative importance of specific subsets of the source to
the impact at a certain receptor site. The elements of the receptor-source matrix simply represent the residence time
spent in the respective source grid cell by the particles released from the receptor.
As an example, a backward simulation for 7 days was conducted with the particle model that started at 20 July 2002
at 00 UTC (local time: 19 July 2002 at 1900 EST). The CMAQ-derived sulfate concentrations showed a value of
18968 (ng/m3) on 19 July 2002 with relative maximum contributions from regions 1, 3 and 5. Figure 5 shows the
instantaneous position of the hypothetical particles at -168 hours obtained from the particle model. The direction of
the particle transport corresponds well with the HYSPLIT back trajectories.
A preliminary investigation showed that the correlation coefficients between the CMAQ simulated average daily
sulfate concentrations and the particle concentrations from the particle model for regions 1 to 7 lie in the range 0.780.97. Notice that the spread of the particles indicates a range of probability of determining most probable source
areas. Since the stochastic particle model accounts for uncertainties in accurate predictions of the turbulence, it is
important to assess relative ratios (not occurrence of individual particles) among the regions to identify the most
likely sources.

Figure 2. Instantaneous position of the simulated particles obtained from the Lagrangian stochastic dispersion model at 7 days in the
inverse run mode (for clarity, particles over the ocean and water bodies are excluded in the plot). HYSPLIT derived backtrajectories
from receptor site BRIG at different heights (100, 200, 500, 1000, and 1500 m) are overlaid on the plot.

An enhanced capability of air quality modeling using this hybrid modeling system and inverse modeling, among
other qualities, indicates that Lagrangian stochastic models should be an essential component of research and also
regulatory air quality modeling.
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